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As the core of the port and shipping service supply chain system, the port and shipping companies must urgently solve the problem of how to balance emissions, costs, and benefits with the gradual extension of China’s emission control area (ECA) and the stringent emission requirements. From the perspective of system optimization, this research constructs a revenue sharing model of the port and shipping service supply chain and deals with the revenue sharing decision-making problem of the secondary service supply chain after port enterprises and shipping enterprises joining the government subsidy mechanism driven by ECA’s policy. Research shows that the government subsidy mechanism directly affects the profit of the port and shipping service supply chain, which is the key factor in implementing the ECA’s policy and promoting the emission reduction of the port and shipping enterprises. The revenue sharing of the port and shipping enterprises plays a decisive role in the revenue of the shipping enterprises. Cooperative emission reduction mechanism should be led by port enterprises to promote the balance between revenue and emission reduction in the supply chain system. Results provide a reference for the Chinese government to formulate corresponding incentives and subsidy policy under the new ECA’s regulations as well as solving the problems of how to balance emissions reduction and cost improvement for port and shipping enterprises.

1. Introduction

Faced with increasingly strict port environmental pollution and emission control requirements, port and shipping enterprises must take a series of reform measures to promote the green and sustainable development of port and shipping service supply chain. Port and shipping emissions are the third-largest source of pollution in the world. Nearly 70% of marine emissions are discharged within 400 km of land [1], which generates huge greenhouse gases [2, 3] and also brings serious sulfur pollution problems to coastal areas and port cities with a large throughput. With the increasing environmental concerns brought about by the increase in global seaborne trade, the emission control areas (ECAs) proposed by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) came into effect in the Baltic Sea for the first time in 2006, including the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, North America, the United States, and the Caribbean four major emission control areas [4]. In 2015, China established three major emission control zones, including the Pearl River Delta, the Yangtze River Delta, and the Bohai Sea Watershed. It was then comprehensively upgraded in 2019 to further limit the range of sulfur content of fuel used in the emission control zones. Mandatory requirements are imposed on the use of shore power systems. The increasingly strict ECA poses a huge challenge to the service supply chain system of port and shipping companies as reflected in the significant increase in operating costs of port and shipping companies, especially shipping companies. The Wood Mackenzie consulting firm predicts that the sulfur limit for marine oils from 3.5% to 0.5% by 2020 will cause shipping companies to spend an additional $60 billion a year. For shipping companies, a large number of ships need updating into “environmental protection vessels” [5] and thus ensure that ships will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% before 2020. “Ecoship” uses clean fuel oil. A few years must pass before adequate
LNG infrastructure is implemented, although LNG is quite promising at present [6]. In addition, with the gradual enhancement of ship emission requirements in the emission control area, some ship operators choose to sail a longer distance than the others to avoid sailing within ECA [7], which results in the transfer of emission pollution to adjacent areas and the total emission not being reduced. Therefore, the substantial reduction of ship emissions still depends on the technological advancement of shipping companies [8], but a huge cost is required for ports and shipping companies. At present, a large number of studies have focused on the transformation of shipping companies, but the supervision of the entire department and social pressure largely drive most of their participation in emission reduction programs [9]. As the restriction of emission control area increases, some shipping companies may even stop some routes or turn to land transportation because they are faced with huge cost pressures [10].

Therefore, with the implementation of an emission limit plan in an emission control area, it is urgent to solve the problem of how to balance cost increase and its benefits from emission reduction. The introduction of new ECA regulations (e.g., sulfur-restricted orders) will significantly increase the shipping companies’ demand for emission reduction technologies, but the questions of who will bear the costs and how to bear the resulting costs have not been effectively resolved. Radwan et al. [11] analyzed the container terminal data of Djibouti and showed that power demand, investment cost, and power cost were the main factors that hindered the installation of the shore power system, which was the most fundamental obstacle to the economic cost. At present, Schinas and Metzger [12] envisage the problem of increasing costs caused by ECA rules by proposing a concept of shared savings, wherein risks and benefits are shared by ship operators and green technology providers. Technical costs are involved in realizing green shipping, such as ship improvement costs and shore power system equipment costs. Thus, the enthusiasm of relevant enterprises for green transformation will be substantially reduced if the port and shipping companies bear the burden themselves. This scenario will lead to a bypassing of the ECA region, consequently causing other social problems. Sharing revenue or sharing costs is an effective mitigation method for ship owners who currently lack the funds to purchase green emission reduction technology.

In summary, according to the management idea of supply chain, this study examines the cost sharing and revenue sharing of the two-stage supply chain composed of port enterprises and shipping companies under ECA restrictions. It then introduces a government subsidy mechanism to solve the dilemma between the cost increase caused by emission reduction and expected benefits. The government subsidy and revenue sharing mechanism are attractive to ports and shipping companies. Under the corresponding subsidy policy, shipping and port companies can effectively respond to the implementation of ECA policies through revenue sharing while simultaneously promoting the implementation of ECA policies and obtaining a positive effect on emission reduction. Based on this, the authors mainly address the following questions in this paper: 1. How should the government subsidize the port and shipping enterprises after they update the related system? and whether the profits of the port and shipping enterprises are improved after subsiding. 2. Whether the two benefits can be coordinated through a revenue sharing contact after government subsidies. In this paper, our main theoretical contributions are proposing a concept of a green index of emission control area to measure the technological upgrading effect of port and shipping enterprises and providing a revenue sharing contract for balancing the benefit and cost caused by the upgrading equipment; in practice, this paper provides suggestions for the Chinese government to formulate corresponding incentives and subsidy policy under the new ECA’s regulations.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Implementation of Relevant Policies. The current theories focus on the policy research of emission control area (ECA) and the influence mechanism research on ports and shipping enterprises.

In terms of relevant policies and implementation, the MARPOL Convention proposes four major emission control zones, including the Baltic Sea and the English Channel. Controlling the sulfur content in the controlled area is required within 0.1% [1]. In 2010, many ports, such as the Rotterdam and Amsterdam Ports, developed and implemented the Ship Environment Index (ESI) plan, which is aimed at port and cargo carriers and provides corresponding port preferential tax for ships on the basis of the calculated ESI total score [13]. Gothenburg and some Swedish companies started implementing the Clean Shipping Index (CSI) in 2007. In addition, the Long Beach Port of the United States promoted the large-scale construction of green ports in 2005 and proposed the “Green Port Policy (GPP),” Singapore, South Korea, and Japan have also slowly established a carbon emission reporting mechanism for ships. The Singapore Maritime Green Initiative launched by the Singapore government proposes three major green planning and invests approximately 70 million dollars in five years to encourage the development of green technologies and the use of clean energy and to reduce emissions of carbon oxide and sulfur oxide. The “Green Port Rating Standard” issued by China in 2013 specified the evaluation method of green port level, divided the green port into three levels, and required mandatory classification for energy conservation and emission reduction actions. In 2015, the Ministry of Transportation issued the first implementation plan for the ship emission control in the Pearl River Delta, the Yangtze River Delta, and the Bohai Rim Region. In July 2018, the coastal ship emission control zone was extended to 12 nautical miles across the country. At the same time, further requirements were made on the electricity and fuel consumption of ships. From the domestic and international perspectives, the ECA policy sees a tightening trend.

2.2. Measures for Ports and Shipping Enterprises. The research on the impact of ECA-related policy implementation on the port and shipping system includes stakeholder
response, government subsidy mechanism, route network optimization, and ship combination. Lee and Nam [5] studied the understanding, rules, and market conditions of green emission reduction by shipyards, shipping companies, and governments in some major EU countries and introduced suggestions on establishing a partnership between shipyards and shipping companies to increase technology investment and research and development of ecologically friendly ships. The study has shown that shipping enterprises with the capacity to undergo continuous improvements are conducive to the development of enterprise performance [14]. Yuen et al. [15] analyzed sustainable shipping by studying stakeholder and behavioral theories and concluded that the pressure and behavior of shipping company stakeholders directly affect their attitude and behavior toward sustainable shipping. Many scholars have conducted much research on the improvement of green and environmentally friendly ships. The design of green ships is the most important factor for the company to achieve sustainable shipping [16]. The design can promote the development of ship green technology by stimulating different environmentally friendly ships [17]. Abadie and Goicoechea [18] studied the impact of ship investment and fuel costs on the four scenes: installation of dual or diesel engines and a scrubber or not, believing that a dual engine without scrubber is an optimal choice in the short term. According to Abadie et al. [19], extending the remaining life of the ship also lengthens the travel time to travel in the ECA area and the sea and improves the installation of the scrubber. For existing container terminals, changing fuel facilities and using sustainable biodiesel fuel will significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions [20]. Krozer et al. [21] studied the relevant improvement measures of ships on the basis of the improvement scheme of short-term shipping based on environmental friendliness and cost-effectiveness; indeed, the latter reduced the life cycle cost of ships but required additional initial investment. A large amount of literature is devoted to ECA speed optimization and ship emission. Woo and Moon [22] studied the relationship between speed, CO2 emissions, and operating costs; then, they found the optimal speed to minimize CO2 emissions with minimum operating costs and meet the IMO’s emission reduction target. Zhen et al. [23] replanned the cruise plan by optimizing the speed, navigation mode, and port of call sequence to achieve the goal of reducing emissions with minimal cost. Similarly, Sheng et al. [24] aimed to minimize the cost and establish an optimization model on the basis of the speed and fleet size to reduce ship emissions in the emission control area. Corbett et al. [25] studied the effects of carbon dioxide emissions from ships under fuel tax and speed limit, respectively.

Some scholars have indicated that the future development direction of green shipping is to establish a green shipping system and shipping policy from the perspective of the supply chain [26]. Acciaro et al. [27] developed a method to quantify the degree of innovation success in the sustainable development of the harbor environment. Moreover, an index level (IR) for the current unspecified Energy Efficiency Design Index Objective (EEDI) is proposed, which is a cost-benefit assessment of the current mitigation measures [28]. In terms of revenue, Qiu et al. [29] established two container allocation models on the basis of ship sharing. The ship sharing can generate liner company income through numerical analysis along with the Sino-Indian Economic Corridor.

2.3. Supply Chain Coordination. Many researchers and practitioners have focused on supply chain coordination during the last decade. Modak and Kelle [30] regarded social work donation (SWD) and investment recovery as two tools of corporate social responsibility (CSR). They proposed profit maximization under a carbon emissions tax and showed the synergy between SWD, product recycling, and carbon emission. Schinas and Metzger [12] also proposed the concept of revenue sharing to promote the participation of shipping companies in active emissions reduction. Modak and Kelle [31] discussed a coordination problem of a dual-channel supply chain under centralized and decentralized systems and use the generalized asymmetric Nash bargaining for surplus profit distribution to eliminate channel conflict. Panda et al. [32] believed that there should be a limit of recycling for optimal benefit after studying the channel coordination problem of corporate social responsibility (CSR) for the closed-loop supply chain. Considering the cost of greenhouse gas emissions, Modak et al. [33] adopted a revenue sharing contract and asymmetric Nash bargaining strategy to solve the channel conflict and share surplus profit. Hsueh [34] developed a revenue sharing contract embedding corporate social responsibility (RS-CSR) to coordinate a two-tier supply chain. Modak [35] studied the effects of price and online delivery lead time on the revenue of supply chain members, and the optimal strategy of retailers in dual channel. Although much research on supply chain coordination can be found, there are only a few studies related to ports and shipping companies.

In summary, the current theoretical results provide an important basis for the design of a government subsidy mechanism and revenue sharing mechanism to promote emission reduction of port and navigation systems under the ECA. The following aspects can further be developed by combining with the integrated thinking of the service supply chain. First, the implementation of ECA drives ports and ships to implement emission reduction policies. Therefore, exploring the balance between interests and costs between ports and shipping companies is necessary. Second, government-led exploration is necessary after upgrading the emission reduction equipment for ports and shipping companies. The subsidy of ports and shipping companies and the benefits of port and shipping companies will be improved after subsidies. Driven by increasingly strict ECA emission policies, realizing green emission reduction requires the joint action of multiple entities of government, port, and shipping enterprises. Therefore, achieving the aim of multiparty linkage and collaborative optimization through a rational design of subsidy and sharing mechanisms is necessary.
3. Model Development

This section aims to construct models related to port and shipping company’s profits and their emissions from operations inside an ECA. Before models are established, the following hypotheses are introduced:

(1) The market demand between [A, B] obeys the random distribution of mean μ and standard deviation σ; then, its probability density function is \( f(x) \), and its distribution function is \( F(x) \).

(2) With the country’s emphasis on pollution control in emission areas, the ships’ emissions have been strictly defined further since January 1, 2019. Ships that have not been upgraded or have no clean energy replacement are barred from entering the emission control zone. The updated environmentally friendly ship has a new competitive advantage because of the legal and policy support. Therefore, the market demand for updated ships has increased. The demand is subject to (\( μ + eμ \)) to ensure that the increase is within a reasonable range \([36, \infty) \), and standard deviation is \( σ \). The probability density function is \( f(x - eμ) \), and the distribution function is \( F(x - eμ) \).

(3) The unit service cost of shipping enterprises will change after the replacement of clean fuel. The variable unit cost is transferred to the infrastructure investment cost to facilitate calculation. Therefore, the unit service cost of shipping enterprises to customers will not change. Similarly, considering that the unit service cost provided by the port to shipping enterprises may also change after the port is updated, the changed part is also transferred to the port infrastructure investment and construction cost. Thus, the emission reduction will remain unchanged before and after the upgrade.

3.1. Parameter Hypothesis. As shown in Figure 1, in the first phase, shipping companies transport goods out of ports. Ships staying at the port will incur a series of costs such as loading and unloading, handling costs, and cargo storage costs. In the second stage, shipping companies deliver the goods to the customer and charge the customer the corresponding shipping costs.

\( c_p \): the unit operating cost incurred by the port for providing services to shipping companies is the unit cost of loading, unloading, and handling provided by the port to the ship.

\( c_c \): the unit service cost of the shipping enterprise to the customer is the unit transportation cost of the ship, which typically includes daily expenses, fuel costs, and port charges.

\( w \): the unit service fees charged by the port to shipping companies generally include loading and unloading fees, cargo storage fees, and parking fees.

\( q \): the number of port ordering services provided by shipping enterprises.

\( p \): the unit service price charged by the shipping enterprise to customers, that is, the unit freight rate charged.

\( t \): the subsidy coefficient of the government to the port’s unit service quantity depends on the port service quantity (reflecting the port service scale) and the green index of the emission control area.

\( λ \): the subsidy coefficient of the government to shipping enterprises is only related to the green index of the emission control zone.

\( k_p \): port investment cost coefficient, a small coefficient means low cost of port investment construction.

\( k_c \): shipping company investment cost coefficient; similarly, a small coefficient means low cost of shipping companies’ investment construction.

\( e \): green index in the emission control area \( e \in [0, 1] \), which is used to measure the technological upgrading effect of port and shipping enterprises.

3.2. Formulations of Port and Shipping Company’s Revenue

3.2.1. Basic Model. In the two-stage port and shipping service supply chain, the profit of one shipping enterprise can be expressed as follows:

\[
\pi_c = p(x \wedge q) - wq - c_c q,
\]

where \( p(x \wedge q) \) is the revenue of the shipping enterprise, \( x \wedge q \) is the smallest of \( x \) and \( q \), \( wq \) is the total service fee charged by the port to the shipping enterprise, and \( c_c q \) is the service cost of the shipping enterprise.

Profit of the port:

\[
\pi_p = wq - c_p q,
\]

where \( wq \) is the service fee charged by the port to the shipping enterprise, which is the revenue of the port. \( c_p q \) is the cost of service provided by the port.

As market demand \( x \) is subject to a random distribution with a mean value of \( μ \) and a standard deviation of \( σ \) in the \([A, B]\) range, the expected profit of shipping enterprises can be transformed into

\[
E(\pi_c) = p\left(\int_A^q f(x)dx + \int_q^B qf(x)dx\right) - wq - c_c q.
\]
The second derivative of formula (3) can be obtained as follows:

$$\frac{\partial^2 E(\pi_c)}{\partial q^2} = -pf(q) < 0. \quad (4)$$

The above formula indicates that $E(\pi_c)$ is a concave function of the order quantity and therefore has a maximum value. The optimal order quantity of a shipping enterprise can be obtained by the first derivative, as shown in the following equation:

$$q^* = F^{-1}\left(1 - \frac{w + c_o}{p}\right). \quad (5)$$

Therefore, before technology is updated, the optimal profits of shipping enterprises and ports are

$$\pi^*_c = p \left[ \int^q f(x)dx + \int^B qf(x)dx \right] - wq^* - c_o q^*,$$

$$\pi^*_p = wq^* - c_p q^*.$$

(6)

### 3.2.2. After Equipment Updating

Port equipment updates include the provision of shore power systems, transformation of field bridges, trailers, and other large energy emission sources [37]. Several methods to reduce the nitrogen and sulfur content of ship emissions for shipping companies are available. One is using fuel conversion and the other is installing a washing system at the stern of the ship to purify emission or using liquefied natural gas (LNG) [37–39].

After the port and shipping companies invest in emission reduction equipment and technology, the government will subsidize both companies according to the green index in the emission control areas.

The calculation formula of the green index of the emission control area is $e = r \times (ESI/100)$.

The Ship Environment Index (ESI) is one of the leading green incentive shipping programs in the industry. If the ship meets the corresponding conditions, a fee discount tax can be obtained to promote the upgrading of ship facilities. The index has specific measures for ships, which ranges in size from 0 to 100. $r$ is the impact factor of the port. The emission control areas’ green index is affected by the ship’s own emissions and also by the port daily operations.

The green index of unit service in the emission area was 0 because the port and aviation enterprises did not participate in the calculation of the green index before updating the equipment.

A law of diminishing marginal effect exists between the construction investment of port and shipping enterprises and the green degree of ECAs. Assuming that the cost of investment of both enterprises is directly proportional to the square of the green index $e$ in the emission control zone; then, the cost of investment and construction of port can be expressed by $(1/2)k_pe^2$, of which $k_p$ is the investment cost coefficient of the port. The investment of shipping enterprises is $(1/2)k_pe^2$, and $k_e$ is the investment cost coefficient of shipping enterprises.

Government subsidies for ports depend on two aspects, namely, green index and order quantity, in the port and navigation service supply chain dominated by ports. A high green index means high sufficiency in the investment funds that can be used to update the technical equipment. The order quantity reflects the service density of a port, and a large order quantity suggests a large port throughput and increased importance for the emission control. For shipping enterprises, the government subsidy depends on the green index. A high green index means a high ship environmental index and reduced pollution level. Therefore, under the subsidy of the government, the profits of the port and shipping enterprises dominated by the port are as follows:

$$\pi_p = wq - c_p q - \frac{1}{2}k_p e^2 + t q e. \quad (7)$$

According to the first derivative property, when the maximum profit is obtained,

$$\frac{\partial E(\pi_p)}{\partial e} = -k_p e + t q = 0. \quad (8)$$

The optimal port green index is $e = (t q / k_p)$. Two meanings determine the optimal green index. First, the government can provide subsidies on the basis of the green index for ports and shipping enterprises. Second, the port can provide ships on the basis of the green index corresponding preferential policies. The green index of the emission control area is between 0 and 1.

Formulae (8) shows that the optimal green index is positively correlated with the government subsidy coefficient and negatively correlated with the port investment cost coefficient. A high government subsidy coefficient means possibly obtaining a high green degree in the emission control area. A large investment cost coefficient means a low green index.

When the shipping enterprises are supported by government funds after updating the equipment, the profits are

$$\pi_c = p (x \wedge q) - wq - c_o q - \frac{1}{2}k_e e^2 + \lambda e, \quad (9)$$

where $(0 \leq e \leq 1)$, and the desired profit is

$$E(\pi_c) = p \left( \int^q f(x - \mu)e dx + \int^B qf(x - \mu)dx \right)$$

$$- wq - c_o q - \frac{1}{2}k_e e^2 + \lambda e. \quad (10)$$

When the green index is a constant, the optimal order quantity of shipping enterprises is as follows:

$$q^* = F^{-1}\left(1 - \frac{w + c_e}{p}\right) + \mu e. \quad (11)$$

Combining formulas (8) and (11), the following result is obtained:
\[ q^* = \frac{k_p}{k_p - t}\mu^{-1} \left( 1 - \frac{w + c_e}{p} \right), \]
\[ e^* = q^* t = \frac{t}{k_p - t}\mu^{-1} \left( 1 - \frac{w + c_e}{p} \right). \]

Conclusion 1. The optimal order quantity of a shipping enterprise is a decreasing function of the port investment cost coefficient. A high port investment cost coefficient means low investment efficiency and low green index.

**Proposition 1.** Impact on shipping companies: when \( \lambda > \mu (c_e + w - p) + (1/2)k_e \), the profit of shipping enterprise increases, and when \( 0 < \lambda < \mu (c_e + w - p) + (1/2)k_e \), the profit of shipping enterprise decreases. Proposition 1 illustrates the comparison of the profits of shipping companies before and after the implementation of the policy. The difference in profits reflects the strength of motivation of the shipping enterprise’s renewal.

**Proposition 2.** When \( \lambda > (1/2)k_e - (C/e) \), shipping enterprises can gain profits. Here, the green index \( e = (t/(k_p - t)\mu^{-1} (1 - ((w + c_e)/p))) \), the profit of shipping companies depends on the government’s subsidy coefficient to shipping companies and on the government undefined subsidies to ports. Government subsidy to the port will increase the green index of the emission control area, and the increase in government subsidy to the shipping enterprise will increase the profit of the shipping enterprise. Proposition 2 shows the absolute situation of whether the shipping enterprises with the government subsidies are profitable after the implementation of the new policy and what the government needs to do is to avoid the shipping enterprises in a state of loss under the implementation of the new policy. \( \lambda \) is the subsidy coefficient of the government to shipping enterprise which is only related to the green index of the emission control area. Once the green index of the emission control zone is determined, the government can take corresponding subsidies, which has practical significance.

**Proposition 3.** When the subsidy coefficient of the government for the unit service volume of the port meets \( t > ((k_e q^0 + 2\mu^2 (w - c_p))/(2k_p\mu (w - c_p))) \), the profit of the port is higher than before the upgrade. Port will have a higher possibility to update the harbor facilities because of the higher revenue. When \( t \) is satisfied \( 0 < t < ((k_e q^0 + 2\mu^2 (w - c_p))/(2k_p\mu (w - c_p))) \), the port is less profitable than before the upgrade. If the profits of port after implementation of renewal are lower than those of the previous one, the motivation for implementing the policy will be greatly reduced. Proposition 3 illustrates the comparison of the profits of port before and after the implementation of the policy under government subsidies. It is important for the government to control the profit of the port in a reasonable range by adjusting the size of \( t \).

**Proposition 4.** When \( t \in R^+ \cap C_t, B \), the port obtains benefits, where \( B \in (((w - c_p)\mu - \sqrt{\mu^2 (c_p - w)^2 + 2k_p^2 (c_p - w)})/k_p, ((\mu^2 (e - w)^2 + 2k_p^2 (c_p - w)/k_p)) \). The government can provide targeted subsidies to enterprises and avoid the negative situation of port income because of low subsidies through the scope of port subsidy coefficient. At the same time, the government can save money and avoid excessive subsidies. If the port is in a loss state after renewal, the implementation of the new policy may be difficult to carry out. Proposition 4 shows that if \( t \) is determined whether the shipping enterprises under the government subsidies are profitable after the implementation of the new policy.

### 4. Revenue Sharing Contract

#### 4.1. Revenue Sharing Contract Model

Shipping enterprises bear the important responsibility of environmental cleaning in emission control areas. When the ratio of their income to cost is far less than that of ports, unfairness will occur, and the willingness of shipping enterprises to improve equipment will be largely reduced. Therefore, ports should share \( \phi \) proportion of income to shipping enterprises, and \( 1 - \phi \) part of the revenue left to themselves to promote the technical update of shipping enterprises and actively cooperate with green shipping. \( \phi \) is the profit sharing coefficient.

Profit function of the ports:
\[
\pi_p(q^*, e^*, \phi) = (1 - \phi)wq^* - c_eq^* - \frac{1}{2}k_pe^* + t eq^*.
\]
(13)

Profit function of shipping enterprises:
\[
\pi_e(q^*, e^*, \phi) = \phi wq^* + p (x \land q) - wq^* - c_eq^* - \frac{1}{2}k_pe^* + \lambda e^*.
\]
(14)

When the government subsidy is known, that is, when \( \lambda \) and \( t \) are determined, the interests of the port and shipping companies before the transformation are not less than the benefits after the transformation; then, \( \phi \) should meet the following inequalities:
\[
\pi_e(q^*, e^*, \phi) \geq \pi_e(q^*), \tag{15}
\]
\[
\pi_p(q^*, e^*, \phi) \geq \pi_p(q^*). \tag{16}
\]

The following can be obtained by solving equations (15) and (16):
\[
\phi = \frac{(1/2)k_e e^* + (wmu + c_e - \rho mu - \lambda)e}{w(q^* + we)}, \tag{17}
\]
\[
\phi = \frac{e(w - c_p + t q^o)}{w(q^* + we)} + e^2 (tmu - (1/2)k_p). \tag{18}
\]

The two previous equations show that when \( \phi \) belongs to \( (\phi, \bar{\phi}) \), ports and shipping enterprises make more profits than before they invest in updating equipment. Thus, ports and shipping enterprises will be enticed to upgrade equipment.
4.2. Bargaining Model of Revenue Sharing. The bargaining model is used to determine the optimal value of $\phi$ to determine the optimal proportion of allocation.

The port and shipping enterprise are the two parties to the bargaining model. One makes a bid first, while the other chooses to accept or reject. The port-oriented port-navigation service supply chain has a game behavior, wherein the port as a first-bid party has a first-mover advantage. Suppose the discount factors of ports and shipping enterprises are $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$, respectively. The discount factor indicates the patience of both parties. A small discount factor indicates the degree of patience of the participants, which leads to the active termination of the game process as far as possible and acceptance of the other party’s bid. A large discount factor means extra patience in the participant and increased likelihood that he will persist in the game and gain profits.

Suppose $X_1$ represents the port’s share in the first stage of the game; then, $1 - X_1$ is the shipping enterprise’s share in the first stage. $X_2$ and $1 - X_2$ represent the share allocated by the port and shipping enterprises in phase $i$, respectively. Considering the patience of the actual participants, the game will end in $t$ period, and the discount values of both sides are $\delta_1^{t-1} X_t$ and $\delta_2^{t-1} (1 - X_t)$, respectively. The equilibrium solution of Rubinstein bargaining model is $X = \frac{(1 - \delta_2)/ (1 - \delta_1 \delta_2)}{1 - \delta_1 \delta_2}$. The new equilibrium solution can be obtained as follows because of the constraint condition $\phi \in (\varphi, \overline{\varphi})$:

$$X = \frac{(1 - \delta_2)(\varphi - \overline{\varphi})}{1 - \delta_1 \delta_2} + \varphi.$$  
(19)

**Proposition 5.** When the revenue sharing rate $\phi$ takes the following value,

$$\phi = \frac{(1 - \delta_2)(\overline{\varphi} - \varphi)}{1 - \delta_1 \delta_2} + \varphi,$$  
(20)

the supply chain can be coordinated. Port and shipping companies can obtain their own ideal share of income with the different degrees of patience of the two enterprises in the negotiation process. Formula (20) shows that if the port has more patience, more profits can be derived. Actually, the port always has additional patience and owns advantages in competition.

The profit ratio of shipping enterprises is

$$1 - \phi = 1 - \frac{(1 - \delta_2)(\overline{\varphi} - \varphi)}{1 - \delta_1 \delta_2} + \varphi.$$  
(21)

5. Numerical Analysis

In this section, we employ numerical examples to explore more insight of equilibriums instead. To be consistent with the previous studies, the specific values of the parameters in our numerical analysis can be set as follows:

Assuming that shipping market demand is subject to the uniform distribution of [20, 40]. Table 1 shows the values of other parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$c_p$</th>
<th>$c_k$</th>
<th>$w$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$k_p$</th>
<th>$k_k$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Profit Analysis of Port and Shipping Enterprises. Equation (5) can be calculated by substituting the data in Table 1. The optimal order service volume of shipping enterprises before equipment upgrading is 23.3. After the improvement and upgrading of equipment, the optimal order quantity obtained from formula (11) is 36.4 as shown in Table 2, wherein the green index of emission control area is 0.437.

In Table 2, the total profit of shipping enterprises before upgraded equipment is 108.2, and the total profit of port is 163.3. According to formula (13), when the subsidy coefficient of the government to the shipping enterprise is 68.5, the profit of the shipping enterprise is 108.2 unchanged, and when the one-time subsidy coefficient is 70, the profit of the shipping enterprise is 109.1.

Figure 2 illustrates the change in shipping enterprises with the green index under different government subsidies. When $t = 30$, Figure 2 describes the income of shipping enterprises under different green indexes and provides the income of shipping enterprises under five different subsidies from the government. According to Figure 2, no matter what kind of subsidy, when the green index of emission control area is approximately 0.4, the profit of shipping enterprises is the largest. On this basis, with the gradual increase and decrease in the green index, the profit of shipping enterprises will decrease. Meanwhile, as the government’s subsidy to shipping enterprises slowly increases, the profits of shipping enterprises increase with a certain green index.

For shipping enterprises, when $t$ takes different values, the different optimal order quantities in Table 3 can be derived. When $t = 0$, the optimal green index is 0; that is, the shipping enterprises do not update equipment. With the increase in $t$, the optimal order quantity is also increasing. When the green index is definite, the port revenue increases with the increase in $t$.

Figure 3 depicts the change in port profits with the green index. The figure shows that when $t$ is certain, the port profits first increase and then decrease within a certain range of the green index in the emission control area. With the increase in the green index, when $t$ is small, the port profits will be negative. When the government subsidy coefficient and the green index of the emission control zone are small, the port can obtain benefits, and the benefits are higher than those of the port without a green renewal plan. When the government subsidy coefficient is large, the emission control area can still gain benefits even if it is in the case of a high green index. A high government subsidy coefficient will also place the maximum profit of the port at the highest. However, with the continuous increase in the green index, the port profit will somewhat decrease. When the subsidy coefficient is low and the green index is high, the port income will be lower than before the green equipment is updated, which is likely to cause negative income.
5.2. Numerical Simulation of Revenue Sharing. Under the condition that other parameters mentioned above remain unchanged, the subsidy coefficient of the government to the port’s unit service volume is 30, and the subsidy coefficient of the government to the shipping enterprise is 68.5. Joint equations (15) and (16) obtain $0 \leq \phi \leq 0.605$. On this basis, Figure 4 shows the profit of port and shipping enterprises. With the increase in port sharing coefficient $\phi$, the profit of shipping enterprises also increases, whereas the profit of the port itself decreases. When $\phi$ is 0, that is, the port does

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>26.51</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Optimal order quantity under different subsidy coefficients of the government.**
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**Figure 2:** Profit of shipping company under different levels of the green index.
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**Figure 3: Port profits under different levels of the green index.**

**Table 2: Profit before and after investment.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Shipping company</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Optimal order quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before investment</td>
<td>108.2</td>
<td>163.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After investment</td>
<td>109.1</td>
<td>494.1</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not carry out revenue sharing, the profit of the shipping enterprise is 108.2. When the port sharing coefficient $\phi$ is 0.605, the port profit is 163.3 before the investment update. Assuming that the discount factors of ports and shipping enterprises are 0.9 and 0.8, respectively, where other conditions remain unchanged, $\phi$ can be obtained according to formula (20) to 0.173. The port will be 0.173 part of revenue through the revenue sharing to the shipping enterprises. The remaining 0.827 part is reserved for its own income to realize revenue sharing. At this point, the profit of the shipping enterprise is 202.7, and the port profit is 399.5. Figures 2 and 5 show that the change in the discount coefficient of ports and shipping enterprises has a greater impact on the change in profits than government subsidies alone. The profit changes in shipping enterprises after the port and shipping enterprises carry out revenue sharing are larger than the profit changes only based on government subsidies to shipping enterprises. This finding indicates that revenue sharing can better regulate the revenue of shipping enterprises and increase the enthusiasm of shipping enterprises for green shipping.

An interesting finding is as follows: if the shipping company remains patient and negotiates with the port, it will be able to make extra profits. However, shipping companies commonly have a limited chance to bargain with port due to their disadvantages.

6. Conclusions

This paper studied how to keep the balance between the cost increase and the benefit caused by the ports and shipping enterprises’ upgrading of equipment, which were driven by the policy of emission control zone and considering government subsidies and revenue sharing. On the basis of the idea of service supply chain, this study constructed a two-stage service supply chain model of port and shipping enterprises. According to the ship environmental index, the concept of green index of emission control area was proposed. The study also discussed the profit changes in shipping enterprises and ports before and after the upgrading of emission reduction equipment under the government subsidy mechanism as well as the profit sharing coefficient and optimal sharing decision of ports and shipping enterprises in the supply chain.

This study provides a new perspective and solution for the innovation of green emission reduction theory of the navigation system. It also offers direction for the government, port, and shipping enterprises to make practical emission reduction strategies. In the course of the study, the following conclusions are obtained:

1. In the process of implementing the ECA policy, the government subsidy mechanism directly affects the decision of port and navigation enterprises on the emission reduction equipment upgrade and the profit distribution of the port and shipping service supply chain, which is the key factor in the final implementation of the emission restraint policy.

2. The government subsidy coefficient and the green index and the relationship between the two are the key factors that balance government subsidies, corporate earnings, and emission reduction targets. When the ECA green index is certain, a high
government subsidy coefficient means high profits of ports and shipping enterprises. When the government subsidy coefficient is certain, the profits of ports and shipping enterprises increase within a certain green index range. Thus, the government can set the ECA green index to set the port subsidy coefficient in the emission control areas.

(3) By comparison, after the reduction and upgrading of the emission reduction, the profit of the port under the same conditions is much greater than the profit of the shipping enterprises. Thus, establishing a reasonable revenue sharing mechanism in the supply chain and realizing the mutual profit through bargaining optimization are necessary. The collaborative emission reduction led by the port enterprises can better promote the balance between the overall revenue improvement of the navigation system and the emission reduction through the example analysis.

In addition, this study does not just consider the emission reduction of ECAs as a separate individual but takes two companies into consideration. It considers the balance of costs and benefits based on the overall benefits of the supply chain. In this paper, an index that can measure the environmental improvement of the emission control area, namely, the ECAs’ Green Index, provides a reference direction for the government to formulate the corresponding subsidy policy and achieve the aim of monitoring the effect of the ECAs’ policy implementation.

This research may face some limitations in model hypothesis and parameter setting because it is based on the analysis and discussion of the secondary supply chain composed of “port-to-shipping” enterprises. Further research must examine the expansion of the multilevel port service supply chain. In addition, the ECA Green Index based on the Ship Environment Index provides a benchmark for assessing emission reduction effectiveness. However, the actual environmental improvement in the emission control area is not fully reflected. Future research must seek a diversified assessment indicator to measure the effects of green emission reduction effectively following a scientific approach.
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